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Hypothesis

Sex differences in brain development are  
pre-programmed and not steroid modulated 

Do sex differences in cognition, brain morphology and 
physiology develop even if puberty is blocked on a steroid 
precursor level ?



SEX eller kjønn 

Genotypic sex

Gender identity

Gonadal sex

Phenotypic sex



Neurobiology

 The complexity of real world behavior cannot be 
reduced to a simple mapping between a sensory 
stimulus and a motor response

 The same stimulus lead to different behaviors 
depending on situation, intention and rules 
imposed by the task to be performed.

 A series of different inner mental states each 
representing a particular disposition to behavior



 Myth - Young 1961 

 The term activational for reversible effects by

hormones on stimulating sexual behaviour in

adults

 The term organizational for permanent effects of

testosterone in perinatal life on decreasing effects

of estrogens in adult life



Although of thousands of morphological 

functional studies, we do not understand 

 how and 

 whether 

these sex differences contribute to sex 
differences in behaviour



 1970 Mc Ewen – fewer dendrtic spines in the 
POA

 1976 Nottebohm – sex differences in bird songs 

 1978 Gorki – preoptic area (POA/AH = SDN)

However 

Lesions in POA or SDN does not result in changes 

of male sexual behaviour

Perinatal manipulation of T system increased volume 
in SDN but not in behaviour

Turkengurg, Ito, Houtsmuller, Brand, Auger, McCarthy. 
Todd, Powers, Paredes, Roselli



 Another Myth: Intertestitial nucleus of the AH 

(INAH3)

 Sexual orientation

 How can mice show different partner preference while 
lacking  sex differences in these areas?

 Connection and function of cells versus numbers and size 
of cells

 LeVay , Byne 



Sexual sex differences will not be 

explained by an overestimating of sex 

differences of the brain

Sex differences are the norm

Sex differences of the brain protect 

behavioural differences



Bakgrunn

 Birdman of Alcatraz (1962)

 The true story of Robert Stroud, a convicted killer living in 

solitary confinement, who avoids the depths of despair by 

becoming a world-renowned authority on birds during his 

imprisonment on Alcatraz Island.



 Dark Passage

 Bogart plays a man convicted of murdering his wife 

who escapes from prison in order to prove his 

innocence. 

 The film is shot from a Bogart's-eye-view, he starts 

to recuperate from the operation in the apartment 

of a sympathetic young artist for whom he soon 

finds affection. But what he's really after is 

revenge.



DSD, a definitive biological 
predetermination of gender identity seems 
unlikely

Peripheral sex steroid–related nucleotide 
polymorphisms of steroid receptors or 
steroid-enzyme genes, results have been 
inconsistent or negative

Evidence at this point is insufficient to 
categorize people with non-DSD GD as a form 
of CNS-limited intersexuality



In detail

 Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and the 
uncinate nucleus

 Prenatal hormonal milieu

 Gray matter/white  matter 

 Studies show considerable over- lap

These markers do not yet seem to be very useful as 
gender identity diagnostic aids 



fMRI

 MtF transsexuals showed cerebral activation patterns 
similar to those of control women (enhanced activation in 
thalamus, amygdala, orbitofrontal, and insular cortex)

 Classic mental-rotation network was activated in both MtF
transsexuals and non-GD control men

 but greater activation of temporo-occipital regions than 
control men, and control men greater activation of the left 
parietal cortex than MtF. 

 Swedish study negative

These brain have been unreplicable. 



Cardioception (CaC) in panic disorder
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Brain development – epigenetic -

predisposisjon

Biological 
processes

Socioemotional 
processes

Cognitive
processes

Brain developmental  is the product of complex process



Spatial orientation task and  hippocampal gene 
expression 

Hippocampus

Spatial maze layout
Quantitative real-
time -PCR



Morphometric measurement total and regional 
brain volume

Postmortem 

brain
MRI MRI 

preprocessing 

and data analysis



Results

White matter, p=0.004

Gray matter, p=0.006

Significant sex differences



Results
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APP

UBC

Cell death

Cardiovascular 
disease

Neurological 
disease

Results



Adolescent brain development 

Emotion recognition

Courtesy: Deborah Yurgelun-Todd research group

What emotion is this person facing?

Shock, anger, fear, sadness, confusion? 



Early and middle 

adolescence

This imbalance leads to...

 risk-taking

 Impulsiveness

 self-control

 planned thinking

PFC

amygdala



Late adolescence or early adulthood

 Synaptic pruning refers to the process by which extra neurons and synaptic
connections are eliminated in order to increase the efficiency of neuronal
transmissions.

PFC
amygdala

planning for 
the future

GOOD NEWS!

The pruning of the PFC neurons produces a more 
efficient PFC by young adulthood



 The genetics of sex

 In mammals and primates, the primary sex determining signal is
the SRY (sex-determining region Y ) gene

 Located on Y chromosome

 Encodes testis-determining factor

 Causes development of testes and testicular hormones - male

 Default pathway, female

SRY



Sex differences on the brain

 Other factors involved in sex differentiation in the

brain:

 Epigenetic changes

Acetylation and methylation of multiple proteins recruited by

sex hormone receptor causes sex differences in the brain

 Role of aromatase in sexual differentiation



Sex differences in adolescent brain

Amygdala volume is larger in male

Hippocampus volume is larger in female

Geidd et al., 1997; Neufang et al., 2009



Hormonal regulation on sex differences in 
adolescent brain 

 Surges of testosterone at puberty swell the amygdala, the part of
the limbic system that generates feelings of fear and anger.

 This “blossoming” of the amygdala is more pronounced in boys,
but it may account for the increase in aggression and irritability
in both genders during adolescence.

 Increased levels of estrogen are responsible for the sudden
growth of the hippocampus in girls that grows proportionally
larger than in boys

Michael Gurian , 2010



Sex differences in behavior during adolescence

Boys are superior Girls are superior

visual/spatial abilities verbal ability 

arithmetic reasoning

navigation through a route

guiding or intercepting projectiles

psychomotoric activity

recalling landmarks from a route

faster at precision manual tasks



Sex differences in the structural connectome of the  

adolescent brain

Ingalhalikar M et al. PNAS 2014;111:823-828

Male : Intrahemispheric communication

Female: Interhemispheric communication

Intrahemispheric connection are shown in blue
Interhemispheric connection are shown in orange



But are these differences a result of biology, or do other 
factors play a role?

Some researchers believe this is a result of differences 

in brain regions

Some believe this is largely due to psychosocial factors.

-Differences in cognitive functioning between males and 

females has declined sharply in recent years

 There is still sex differences in the brain activation levels in 

the presence of equal cognitive ability (Lenroot and Giedd, 

2010)



Impact of sex differences on neuropsychiatric
disorders during adolescence

 Sex specific neuropsychiatric disorders:

 Schizophrenia

 Major depression

 Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) 

 Eating disorder

 Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)

 Autism spectrum disorder

 Tourette’s syndrome



• Both HPA and sympatho-adrenal  

circuit  appears  to  be more  

reactive  in  the  female  than  in  

the  male  to stressors

• Majority of studies suggest  that  

estrogen exerts  a  stimulatory  

effect  on  the  endocrine  HPA 

response to most stressors 

• Androgens appear to exert 

opposite effects and to act as 

restrainers of the HPA and of its 

response to stressors

Sex differences in stress reactions

Panagiotakopoulos et al. 2014



 Prolong stress inhibit reproductive system in a variety of ways

 Particularly good evidence that on the brain level the major 
structure affected by stressors is GnRH pulse generator

 The effect is mediated both through CRH and glucocorticoids

 The SAM influence is primarily related to short-term response

 There is a marked specie-, sex-, and stressor-
specificity in interactions between stress and 
reproductive system particularly with regard to the 
effects of glucocorticoids



GnRH receptors in other tissues

• Hippocampus

• Amygdala

• Frontal lobe

• Cerebellum 

• And others

• Kidney 

• Liver

• Heart

• And others



Animal study
24 x 2

TreatmentControl

28wks

24 x 2

Control Treatment

8wks

Behavioral experiments



Reward oriented behavior and 

emotional control in young sheep

Food acquisition task (FAT)



Reward oriented behavior and 

emotional control in young sheep

FAT



Heart rate variability (HRV)
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